Abstract. The relationship between the Levi geometry of a submanifold of C" and the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations is studied. On a real analytic codimension two submanifold of C", we find conditions on the Levi algebra which allow us to locally solve the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations (in most bidegrees) with kernels. Under the same conditions, we show that, locally, any CR-function is the boundary value jump of a holomorphic function defined on some suitable open set in C". This boundary value jump result is the best possible result because we also show that there is no one-sided extension theory for such submanifolds of C". In fact, we show that if 5 is a real analytic, generic, submanifold of C" (any codimension) where the excess dimension of the Levi algebra is less than the real codimension, then S is not extendible to any open set in C". 0. Introduction. Recently, there has been increasing interest in the relationship of geometric concepts, such as the Levi form of a hypersurface and the local solvability of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations. For example, Henkin [H] has shown that on a strictly pseudoconvex hypersurface, one can locally solve the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations (in most bidegrees). His approach involved explicit integral kernels. In this paper we start such a program for higher codimension. We relate such concepts as the Levi form and the Levi algebra to the local solvability of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations on a real analytic, codimension two submanifold of C. The geometric conditions we impose are in terms of strict pseudoconvexity of the Levi form (Definition 2.3) and the excess dimension of the Levi algebra (Definition 2.2). We represent the local solution to the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations in terms of explicit kernels. We show (Theorem 5.1) that on a generic real analytic, strictly pseudoconvex, codimension two submanifold S of C" with excess dimension of 5 equal to one, we can locally solve the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations in bidegrees (p, q) where 1 < q < n -3. Although our emphasis is on codimension two, we indicate an inductive process for local solvability on higher codimension submanifolds of C".
holomorphic function defined on V. Related to this result, we prove that there is no one-sided extension theory for CR-functions on S\ In fact, we show (Theorem 5.22 ) that on a real analytic, generic, submanifold of C" (any codimension < n) where the excess dimension is less than the (real) codimension, there does not exist a fixed open set in C" to which all CR-functions extend as holomorphic functions. This means that the boundary value jump result (Theorem 5.15 ) is the best possible result for real analytic, codimension two submanifolds with excess dimension equal to one. In the real analytic case, Theorem 5.22 also provides a converse to the result of Hunt and Wells [HW] (see also Greenfield [Gr] ) which roughly states that if S is a generic submanifold with maximal excess dimension (i.e. excess dimension = (real) codimension), then S is extendible to an open set in C".
The operators involved in the local solvability result (Theorem 5.1) are the boundary value jumps across S of kernels which are defined on carefully chosen hypersurfaces which contain S. To find these hypersurfaces, we prove the following geometric result (Theorem 3.4), which is. of independent interest: A real analytic submanifold of real dimension 2n -k with excess dimension equal to k -p, 0 < p < k, is locally contained in the intersection of p transverse real analytic, Levi flat hypersurfaces. A uniqueness part is also proven. An analogous result, without the uniqueness part, is also proven for C°° submanifolds.
We have organized the paper as follows: In §2 the geometric concepts such as the Levi form and the Levi algebra are explained from a Pfaffian system (differential forms) point of view. This point of view is somewhat different from the vector field approach introduced by Greenfield [Gr] and Hill and Taiani [HT] , which is more standardly used. But the roots of our approach are actually more classical in nature, going back to Cartan [C] . Whenever possible, we relate the two points of view. Our approach only requires the most elementary concepts from Pfaffian systems, which we set down in §1. §3 is devoted to our geometric result stated above. The essential tools we use are the real Frobenius theorem and Tomassini's result [T] , which states that a real analytic CR-function on a real analytic submanifold is locally the restriction of a unique holomorphic function. In §4, we state some formal identities which relate a class of kernels to the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations. Few proofs are given in this section, since this material is very thoroughly discussed in Harvey and Polking [HP] . Finally, we state and prove our local solvability result in §5.
I would like to thank John Polking and Reese Harvey for useful discussions about the Pfaffian system approach to the Levi algebra. I would also like to thank Dan Burns. Discussions with him led, in particular, to the uniqueness part of Theorem 3.4.
1. Pfaffian systems. In this section, we describe the fundamental concepts of Pfaffian systems. For more details we refer the reader to Gardner [G] .
Let S be a C°° manifold, and let &(S) be the ring of smooth functions on S. We let T*(S) (resp. T(S)) be the cotangent bundle (resp. tangent bundle) of S. If U is an open set in S, then T*(U) (resp. T(i/)) will denote the space of smooth sections of T*(S) (resp. T(S)) over U.
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Definition. A Pfaffian system over an open set U C S is an &(S) submodule of T*(U)
Dually, we define:
Definition. A vector field system over an open set UcS is an &(S) submodule of T(U).
Let 5 be a Pfaffian system over an open set U C S; then we define the annihilator of 9, 9, to be the set of vector fields on U which are annihilated by 9, i.e. 9 = [XET(S);(r], X) = 0 for each ij e9}.
We have used the notation (tj, X) to be the duality pairing between the one form tj and the vector field X.
In what follows, all Pfaffian systems and vector field systems are assumed to have constant dimension. If 9 is a Pfaffian system of dimension / and if w,,... ,h, E 9 generate 9 over ë(U), then we often write 9 = sp{«,,...,u¡).
1.3. Definition. Let 9 be a Pfaffian system over an open set U C S. 9 is said to be integrable if for each tj E 9 we have dsi) E 9 A F*(U), where ds: APT*(S) -» Ap+lT*(S) is the exterior derivative operator on S.
It is often useful to understand how the concepts for Pfaffian systems translate for vector fields. For example, a Pfaffian system 9 is integrable if and only if 9 is involutive, i.e. [I,, I2] G 5 whenever A',, X2 E 9. This follows immediately from the equation (1.4) {dsr,,XiAX2) = MXl,X2]); tj e 9; X» X2 E 9.
The important theorem about integrable Pfaffian systems is the following Froebenius theorem (see [F, p. 97] ):
1.5. Theorem. Suppose S is a smooth (resp. real analytic) manifold. Suppose 9 is a smooth (resp. real analytic) integrable Pfaffian system of (real) dimension I defined in a neighborhood of a point x0 E S. Then, locally, there exist smooth (resp. real analytic) functions «,,. . . ,u¡: S -> R with ut(x0) =•'••= u,(x0) -0; dsul(x0) A • • • Adsu¡(x0) ¥=0and 9 = sp{dsuu...,dsu,}.
Let 9 be a Pfaffian system over an open set U C S. The exterior derivative ds: 9 -* A2r*([/) is not an &(U) module homomorphism. To remedy this we let 5,:
9 -> A2r*(U)/F*(U) A 9 be the following composition: 9-A2T*(U) ^A2T*(U)/T*(U) A 9, where w denotes natural projection. It is clear that Ô, is an &(U) module homomorphism. The kernel of ô, is an S (U) submodule of 9 which we denote by 9,. This submodule is often called the first derived system of 9. We inductively define Sr: 9r_, -A2T*(U)/r*(U) A 9r_, as the composition 9^,^A2r*(t/)^'A2r*(í/)/r*(í/) a9,_,, where again ttr_x denotes natural projection. The rth derived system 9r C 9r_, is then defined to be the kernel of dr. We have the exact sequence:
where ôr(9r_,) is the image of 9r_, in A2T*(U)/T*(U) A 9r^, under Sr. Clearly, we have
and if 9r = 9r_, (or, equivalently, 8r = 0), then 9r is integrable and 9 = 9r_, for each p > r. There is a smallest integer TV, called the derived length of 9, such that $N+P -9W for each p 3= 0. We shall often write 9int for 9^. It is clear from the definitions that 9int is the largest integrable system of 9 and that 00 int = 119/.
(=1 From the vector field point of view, we have 9c9, C ••• C % C ..., and 9r is spanned by 9r_, and all elements which are rih Lie brackets of elements in 9. We also have i°°i °" int -W J/ l=\ and 9¡ t is the vector field system generated (over ë(U)) by 9 and all Lie brackets of 9, i.e. 9int is the Lie algebra of 9.
2. The Levi form and Levi algebra. In this section we explain the Levi form and Levi algebra in terms of a particular Pfaffian system. This point of view is useful when the information that is desired from the Levi form is in terms of differential forms (as opposed to vector fields).
We shall make use of the standard pointwise Euclidean metric for ArT*(Rm), which we denote by (<j>, \¡/)x, \j/, <¡> E ArxT*(Rm). To emphasize that this is a real (vs. complex hermitian) inner product, we may write (4>, i/A*. Now, suppose 5 is a generic submanifold of C" of (real) dimension 2n -k. Let H*(S) = T*(S) n JT*(S) be the holomorphic cotangent bundle of S, where J: T*(R2n) -> r*(R2") is the complex structure on r*(R2"). Since S is generic, H*(S) is a Pfaffian system of minimal dimension, i.e. the dimension of each fiber is 2(n -k).
Let 9 be the orthogonal complement of H*(S) in T*(S). Clearly, T*(S) = H*(S) © 9. The Pfaffian system 9 is of real dimension k and 9 is sometimes called the totally real subbundle of T*(S). In fact, if S is locally defined by S = {x E C; r,(x) = 2.1. Definition. If S is generic, then we say that S is regular if 9 and each of its derived systems have constant rank on S.
We shall only consider regular submanifolds in this work. This allows us to think of 9 and its derived systems as subbundles of T*(S).
2.2. Definition. The /th Levi form of S is the map 8,: 9,_, -* A2T*(S)/ §,_] A T*(5), where we have used the notation from §1.
Recall that if 8¡ = 0 then 9,_, is an integrable subbundle of 9. So the Levi forms on S measure the integrability of the subbundles of the totally real subbundle 9 C T*(S).
Since A2r*(5)/9 A T*(S) can be identified with A2H*(S), it is clear that 8x(Jdrj \s) is just the orthogonal projection of d(Jdrj) \s = ddcrj \s -2/33ry |s onto A2H*(S) = A2(T*(S)/ §). In general, if tj E 9 then ô,(tj) is just the orthogonal projection of dr\ \s onto A2H*(S), where tj is any ambient extension of tj. Similarly, 8¡(r¡) is just the orthogonal projection of dfj \s onto A2(T*(S)/^_,).
2.3. Definition. Suppose S is regular. The excess dimension of the Levi algebra of S, denoted by ex dim(S), is the real dimension of the quotient i/imV where 9int is the maximal integrable subbundle of 9.
From §1 it is clear that 9/9int -9/^int-The space 9int is the Levi algebra generated by 9 = the holomorphic tangent bundle of S. So from a vector field point of view, the quantity ex dim(S) measures the dimension of the Levi algebra of S relative to the dimension of the holomorphic tangent bundle of 5.
It is clear that 0 < ex dim(S) < k = codim(S). A submanifold 5 of C" is said to be Levi flat if ex dim(5) = 0 or, equivalently, if 9 is integrable.
2.4. Definition. Suppose S is a submanifold of C" and x0 E S. S is said to be strictly pseudoconvex at x0 if there exists an tj E 9 and a constant C> 0 such that (S1(tj),wAJwI )R >C\o>\2
for each w E H*o(S). This inequality is equivalent to the following inequality:
where W' -u -Uu is in the complexified holomorphic cotangent bundle, ( , )J denotes the complex hermitian inner-product on forms, and tj is any ambient extension of tj. For example, suppose S is a real hypersurface in C", locally defined by S = {x E C"; r(x) = 0} where r: C" -» R is smooth with dr ¥-0 on S. Clearly 9 = sp{Jdr \s) -sp{dcr\s) and ex dim(S) < 1. S is strictly pseudoconvex at a point x0 E S if either r or -r satisfies (ddr,WAW)CXo>C\W\2 for any W which is in the complexified holomorphic cotangent space of S at x0. Written out in coordinates, W = (w,,... ,wn); this is equivalent to 2 -^(x0)Wjwk>C\W\2 j,k=\ 0Zjdzk
provided 2"=i (3r/9z-)>v-= 0.
So the above concepts about the Levi form agree with the classical concepts about the Levi form on a hypersurface. Moreover, in higher codimension, the above concepts also agree with those concepts defined from a vector field point of view; see Greenfield [Gr] and Hill and Taiani [HT] . One must, however, use (1.4) to go from the point of view described here to the vector field point of view.
3. Levi geometry in higher codimension. Suppose S is a generic submanifold of C". The real cotangent bundle of S, T*(S) -T*(S) ® 1, can be imbedded into its complexification CT*(S) = T*(S) ®RC. We let CH*(S) and C9 denote the complexified holomorphic cotangent bundle and the complexified totally real subbundle of S, respectively. Using the complex hermitian innerproduct, CH*(S) orthogonally decomposes into CH*(S) = HU0(S) © H°-\S) where Hlfi(S) and H°\S) are, respectively, the +i and -i eigenspaces of the complex structure map J: CH*(S) -» CH*(S). Thus, CT*(S) has the orthogonal splitting
We make the following definition of a CR-function on S, which is useful for our purposes.
3.2. Definition. Suppose V C 5 is an open set. A smooth function /: V -» C is called a CR-function on F if (dsf)(x) is orthogonal to HXA(S) for each x E V.
If S is locally defined by S -{x E C; rx(x) = ■ ■ ■ = rk(x) -0}, where each r,\ C" -» R is smooth and drx A ■ ■ ■ Adrk ¥= 0 on S, then the above definition is equivalent to 9/A 37, A ■ • • Adrk = 0 on V, where / is any smooth ambient extension of /. The fact we need about real analytic CR-functions is the following result due to Tomassini [T] (see also Greenfield [Gr, p. 310] ). ■ 3.3. Theorem. Suppose S is a real analytic generic submanifold. Suppose f is a real analytic CR-function on some nonempty open subset V C S. Then f is the restriction to V of a unique holomorphic function defined on some neighborhood of V in C".
The purpose of this section is to use Tomassini's theorem to prove the following geometric result: 3.4. Theorem. Suppose S is a real analytic, regular submanifold of C" of real dimension 2« -k. Suppose ex dim(S) = k -p, 0 < p =£ k, and suppose x0 E S. Proof. Using the notation from § §1 and 2, we let 8,: 9,_, -» A2r*(S')/9/_1 A T*(5) be the /th Levi form on S and 9, = kerô,. The assumptions on S imply that License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 9int = H" ,9, is the maximal integrable subbundle of 9 of real dimension/?. (Note that k -p = ex dim(S) = dim(9/9int) =» dim 9int = p.)
The idea is to find ©,,... ,©.: S -» R which are real analytic and CR near jc0, with sp{i/su,,... ,i/st> } = 9int. Then we shall use Tomassini's theorem to find Fv.. .,F which are holomorphic near x0 with F¡ \s = ivj, 1 <j <p. The hypersurfaces Nj = {x E C"; ReFj(x) = 0}, 1 <j *£/>, will be the desired Levi flat hypersurfaces (note: i = v^T). Now, 9^, is an integrable, real analytic subbundle of 9 (i.e. ds §im C 9int A T*(S)). By the real Froebenius theorem, there exist vx,... ,vp: S -> R which are real analytic near x0 such that sp{dsvx,... ,dsvp) -9^ near x0, and vx(x0) =-"••• = vp(x0) = 0. In particular, dsvx A ■ ■ ■ Adsvp¥^0. From the point of view of vector fields, recall that 9inl = {IG T(S); (tj, *) = 0 for each tj E 9int}. The integrability of 9int implies that 9int is involutive, and the functions v v..., ©_ found above satisfy X(Vj) = 0 for each X E 9int and 1 Hj < p.
Since dsVj E 9int C 9 C C9, each v, is a CR-function on S near x0 by Definition 3.2 and by the orthogonal decomposition given in (3.1). So, by Theorem 3.3, k>¡ is the restriction of a function FÁF¡\S = iv¡) which is holomorphic in some neighborhood in C" containing x0. Let Rj -ReFj and Ij -Im E, 1 «Sy </?. The hypersurfaces Nj = {x E C; /?y(x) = 0}, 1 <j </?, are clearly real analytic and Levi flat. To prove uniqueness, suppose /j = (JsL + iïj), 1 *^j*^p, are holomorphic functions near jc0, with S C {x G C"; R,(x) = • • • = Rp(x) = 0} and dRx A ■■■ AdRp ¥= 0 on S. Let fe = /, |5. By adding a purely imaginary number to each F}, we may assume Vj(xQ) -0. Clearly, dsvx A ■ ■ ■ Adsvp ¥= 0 on S near x0. We claim that dsVj E 9int for each 1 <j < p. To see this, note that dZy |s = -JdRj \s E 9 C 7*(5).
Therefore ds{^|s} = ^ Is, and so d^ E 9. Since ds(dsVj) = 0, it is clear that 8,(dsVj) = 0 for each / > 1 and each 1 <j </?. Therefore dsVj G r\^=x^ = 9int, for each 1 <j*^p, which proves our claim.
To sum The above argument can be repeated for g to get the reverse inclusion. This proves our uniqueness assertion. Q.E.D.
Remark. An analogous result in the C°° category is also valid. Namely, we have 3.4'. Theorem. Suppose S satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4, except we only assume that S is smooth. Then, locally, there exist hypersurfaces Nj = {x E C"; rj(x) = 0} where each ry. C -» R is smooth, 1 ^j^p, with drx A ■ ■ ■ f\drp J= 0 on S such that S C Nx n • • ■ (IN' ; and furthermore, for each 1 <j ^ p, 33r, vanishes to infinite order at S.
The proof for Theorem 3.4 is also valid for Theorem 3.4' except that instead of using Tomassini's result (Theorem 3.3), we use the following result due to Nirenberg and Wells [NW] and also [N] : A smooth CR-function on a smooth submanifold S is locally the restriction to 5 of a smooth function / such that 3/ vanishes to infinite order on S.
In §5, we will need the following lemma, which shows that a smooth generic submanifold which is strictly pseudoconvex at a point is locally contained in a strictly pseudoconvex (real) hypersurface.
3.5. Lemma. Suppose S is a smooth generic submanifold of C" of real dimension In -k. Let x0 E S and suppose S is strictly pseudoconvex at xQ. Then there exists a hypersurface M = {x E C"; p(x) = 0}, dp ¥= 0, p: C" -» R with S C M and such that p is strictly plurisubharmonic on a neighborhood of x0 in C".
Proof. As before, let 9 be the totally real subbundle of T*(S). Since S is strictly pseudoconvex at x0, there exists a one form tj E 9 of unit length and a positive constant C such that (3.6) (dr¡,uAJu)^o>C\ío\2
for co E HXo(S).
We can, locally, construct a smooth function p, : C -* R, which vanishes on 5 and satisfies dpx = -Ji\ on S, near x0. The function p, can be constructed as follows:
For p E S, let N*(S) be the orthogonal complement (real Euclidean metric) to T*(S). Clearly dimR Np(S) = A: and (Jt))(p) E A^*(S). Let u2,.. .,vk E A^*(5) so that for each/» E S near x0, {(Jr\)(p), v2(p),. ■ .,vk(p)} form an orthonormal basis for N*(S). Let ^>: R2"~* -» S be a local parameterization for S near jc0. Consider $:
Clearly $ locally parameterizes a real hypersurface M, which contains S (because $(x,0) = £(*)) and such that (Jt])(p) is orthogonal to T*(MX) -T*(S) © sp(u2(/)),... ,t>^(/?)}. Let p, be a local defining function for Mx normalized so that dpx has unit length. Then clearly dpx \s (or -dpx \s) equals -/tj.
The inequality in (3.6) can be written as (ddpx,W A W)^ » C\ W\2 for W E HX'°(S). This implies the complex Hessian of p, at x0 has n -k positive eigenvalues Xx,...,Xn_k. From here on, we follow the standard argument (see Hunt and Wells [HW] ) to obtain a strictly plurisubharmonic defining function. First, we find smooth functions p2,... ,pk: C" -» R such that, near x0, S = {x E C"; p,(x) = • • • = pfc(x) = 0} and dpx A ■ ■ ■ Adpk ¥= 0 on S. Next, we make the biholomorphic change of variables given in Hunt and Wells [HW, p. 810] . That is, we can arrange new holomorphic coordinates for C, t = (z, w), z E C*, w E C"~k, such that p(z,w) = ReZj + hj(z,w), !</«*, where each ä,-(z, w) is a smooth function satisfying
hj(z,w) = e(\T\2), Kj-<k, and, in particular, *i(*."O=2\l">|2 + 0(|Tp).
We have used the notation A = 0(| t |?) to mean that there are constants C, tj > 0 such that | /i(t) |< C | t |9 for | t |< tj. Note that, in the new coordinates, x0 = 0, tj = dyx, and i/0'°(5) = {0} X C"~k -C~k with coordinates (wx,.. .,wn_k).
We now choose positive real constants yx,..., yk and make the following biholomorphic change of variables:
z'j -Zj, 2 </ < k, w'j -Wj, 1 «*/ < n -k.
It is clear that
Rez,=*;+ 2yj((yj)2-{x'j)2)+Q(\r'\3)
where we have set x', = Rez', v,' = Im z' for 1 < /' < k. Therefore, in the new j j yj j j coordinates, we have 3.8. Theorem. Suppose S is a real analytic, regular submanifold of (real) dimension
In -k. Suppose that ex dim(S) -k -p, 0 </?</: -1, and that S is strictly pseudoconvex at a point x0 E S. Then there exist real analytic functions rx,... ,rp, p: C" -> R and an open set U in C containing x0 with the following properties: (a) // M = {x E C; p(x) = 0} and Nj = {x E C"; r/jc) = 0), 1 <j<p, then S D U C M n TV, n ■ ■ • r\Np and dp A drx A ■ ■ ■ Adrp ¥= 0 on S D U; (b) p is strictly plurisubharmonic on U; (c) each rj is the real part of a holomorphic function on U.
Proof. Using Theorem 3.4, we may first find transverse hypersurfaces Nj -{x G C"; rj(x) -0}, 1 <j «S p, such that S C Nx D ■ ■ ■ DNp and each ry is locally the real part of a holomorphic function. Then using Lemma 3.5, we may find a hypersurface License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use M -{x G C; p(x) -0} such that S C M and p is strictly plurisubharmonic near x0 in C". Of course, the biholomorphisms occurring in the proof of Lemma 3.5 preserve the pluriharmonicity of each r¡. Thus, we need only show that dp A drx A ■ ■ ■ Adr ¥= 0 near x0. As before, let 9int = H" , 9,, where 9/ = keróV $,_, -A2r*(S)/S,_, A T*{S).
Recall from the proof of Theorem 3.4 that dimR 9int = p and 9int = sp{Jdrx \s,... ,Jdrp \s). If dp A drx A ■ ■ ■ Adrp = 0 at x0, then Jdp(x0) G sp{jdrx(x0),...,Jdrp(x0)}.
In particular, 8x(Jdp)(x0) -0. But since p is strictly plurisubharmonic, clearly 8x(Jdp)(x0) ¥= 0. Thus dp A drx A ■ ■ ■ Adrp ^ 0 at x0, as desired. Q.E.D.
4. Kernels and formal identities. In this section we describe the kernels we shall use and some formal identities which relate these kernels to the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations. Much of this material is presented thoroughly in Harvey and Polking [HP] , so we shall be brief. First, we need some more notation.
Let A^'^C") denote the bundle of forms on C" of bidegree/?, q. Smooth sections of Ap-i(C") over an open set U C C will be denoted by T"-\U).
Suppose S is a smooth generic submanifold of C of real dimension In -k, locally defined by 5 = {x G C; px(x) = ••■ = pk(x) = 0} with dpx A ■ ■ ■ Adpk =£ 0 near S. We let Ip be the ideal in A*(C") generated by dpx,...,dpk. Since 5 is generic, Ip is a well-defined ideal of constant dimension defined over some set in C containing S. The restriction of this ideal to S, Ip \s, is called the ideal of complex normal forms on S. Using the complex hermitian metric, we let Ip be the orthogonal complement of Ip in A*(C). On S we define Ap-q(C) \s to be the restriction of the bundle A™(C) to S. An element in A^'^C") |s is an ambient p,q form whose coefficients have been restricted to S. We also define Af'«={A™(C")|sn#|s}, and we call this the bundle of complex tangential (p, q) forms over 5. For V an open set in S, we let r/,<?(F) be the space of smooth sections of Aps'q over V and we let ^/'' (F) be the space of sections in Tg'q(V) with compact support in V. There is a well-defined orthogonal projection map Ts: A*(C) -» Ip , and we shall often write fT¡¡ for Ts(f). If /E Ap'i(C)\s, then fTs G A™ and we call fTg the complex tangential piece of/along S. It must be kept in mind that if /E A*(C"), then/r is defined on an open neighborhood of S in C".
The induced Cauchy-Riemann operator 3S: r/,<? -» r/,<7+1 can now be defined as follows: Suppose / E T^i(V); choose /E T^C) with/rs =/on V; then dsf = (3/ls)r G r/??+1 (F) . It can be easily verified that this definition is independent of the choice of ambient extension.
If S is an orientable submanifold of C of real codimension k, then the current integration over 5" is a current of degree k defined by (ts],*)c. = /* for <¡> E 6D*(C"). This current orthogonally splits into its bidegrees, i.e.
[s]= 2 [s]"-". [AB] ). Let U be an open set in C". Suppose R(f, z) is a form on C" X C with smooth coefficients S X U. Suppose/ E fyp'"(S). Then we let
•'íes where / is any ambient extension of /, and it is understood that only the piece of
K(X, z) A/(f) of bidegree (n, n -k) is integrated. It is clear that K([S]°'k Af)(z)
is a smooth form on U. In fact, if the bidegree of K (in both f and z) is (n, n -r), then K: ^'" -> Tp'q~r+k(U). We also will need the following fundamental identity (see [HP, Theorem 2 .8]):
where the 3 on the left-hand side is in both the f and z variables. Now, suppose M is a generic submanifold of C (later we will take M to be a hypersurface). Let F be an open subset of M X M with coordinates (f, z). Suppose uj($, z) = (w/(f, z),... ,H¿(f, z)): V -> C is a smooth mapping for 1 <y < TV. We adopt the following notation from [HP] 
Proof. The proof is clear after noting that
We shall also use the following multi-index notation: If the u' are understood, then we just write E, for Er(u'\..., u'p). The form E¡ is a smooth form on V -{ Up_ ,A¡}. For 1 </ *£/>, we set l} -[ix,.. .,/•,...,/} where we mean that the element / is omitted. The formal identity we need from Harvey and Polking [HP, Theorem 4.10] is the following: 4.3. Theorem. On the set V -{ UP=XA¡}, we have p 9M£,= 2 (-07   =1 where, as before, dM is taken in both f and z.
In the next section, we will take p = 4 and construct w1, u2, w3, u4 so that the resulting kernels defined above will locally solve the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations.
5. The local solution to 3S in codimension two. In this section, we gather together the notation and identities from §4 and the geometric results from §3 and prove our local solvability result. 5.1. Theorem. Suppose S is a real analytic regular submanifold of C" of real dimension 2n -2. Suppose ex dim(S) = 1 and that S is strictly pseudoconvex at a point x0 G S. Then there exists a local neighborhood basis of open sets for S, {«"}, about x0 such that the following holds: For each oia, there is an operator K: Tg'q(ü>a) -» Is,<7_1(wa) such that if f G T^q(ûa), 1 <q*ín-3, and 9s/= 0 on ua, then \{K(f))=fono>a.
This theorem provides a Poincaré lemma for 3S and, as will be seen from the proof, an explicit way of calculating the solution with kernels. The assumption that / E Y §'q(ü>a) means that/is smooth on wa.
Most of the rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of this theorem. Using Theorem 3.8, we may find hypersurfaces M = (z E C"; p(z) = 0} and N = {z G C; r(z) -0} with S = M n N. We may assume p is strictly plurisubharmonic near x0 and 33r -0 near x0 in C". By a local biholomorphic change of variables (see Hörmander [Ho, proof of Theorem 2.6 .13]) we may assume that x0 = 0 and that M D U is a strictly convex hypersurface in U, where U is some open ball on C" containing x0 = 0. In fact, we may choose local holomorphic coordinates so that From now on we fix a > 0 small enough so that Wa C C U. We now wish to construct functions u\ u2, w3, u4: UX U -* C" so that the resulting kernels constructed in §4 can be used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. We let "'(f, z) = (3p(f)/3f,,...,3p(f)/3fJ, U2(f,z) = (3p(z)/3z,,...,3p(z)/3zJ. So u' is just the complex gradient of p at f, and we will think of ux and u2 as depending on both variables (f, z).
An easy power series argument shows that there exists a holomorphic mapping v: UX U - » C,v -(vx,...,vn) , suchthat Att) -Hz) = 2 Oj(i, z)(f, -zj) = c'a z) ■ (f -z) 7=1 for (f, z) E U X U. We shall let w3 = v. Finally, we shall let w4(f, z) be the constant vector (1,0,...,0) .
We shall need the following kernels constructed in §4: 2sI23, EXJ, E23, EX23A, Ex34, E2M, Ex24. Using Proposition 4.2, and the fact that 3m3 = du4 = 0, we can write out these kernels. For example:
Let F = {M X M} H {U X U). We have the following equation from Theorem 4.3:
(5-4) 3A/£,234 = is,23 -£,24 + £,34 -¿s234 which holds on V -{U4=XA¡}, where
Let us carefully analyze Ax, A2, A3, A4. Since M n U is strictly convex, w' is a strong support function for M C\ U, as defined in [AB, Definition 3.4] . In particular, this means that w'(f, z) is holomorphic in z (m1 is, in fact, independent of z) and that Ax = {(f, z) E V; 3p(f )/3f • (f -z) = 0} = {(z, z) E F}. Let £ denote any one of the kernels Em, EX3, E23. If z E U n Af is fixed, then the f-singular support of £Xf, z) on M n U is contained in the set A\ -{f E M n Í/; /i(f ) = ä(z)}. For | í | small, let S, = {f E M n U; /-(f) = r}. If r(z) = t, then it is clear that A\ C S, because r = Re h. Therefore, if/ E 6D/-«(5 n £/), then
fes defines a smooth form for z E {M+ n U} U {M~ n U), where A/+ = {z E M; r(z) > 0} and M~ -{z E M; r(z) < 0}. We shall need the following boundary value result (see Theorem 5.3 in [AB] ).
5.5. Lemma. Let E be any one of the kernels EX23, Ex3, E23. Suppose f G ^(S n U).
Suppose N is any nonnegative integer and let Xx ■ ■ ■ XN be vector fields on M with Xj(r) = 0 for 1 < i < N (so X¡ \s is a tangential vector field to S). Then Xx • • • Xn{E([S]0'2 A/)} \M±nu has a continuous extension to S n U.
The content of Lemma 5.5 is that the boundary values, from either M+ or M~ , of any tangential derivative of E([S]0,2 A/) exist on S (1 U. Certain stronger boundary value results are true; see [AB] for more details. We shall let E ± ( f ) be the extension of {E([S]°-2 Af)}Ts\M±nutoS n U. Lemma 5.5 implies that E±(f) G Tg(S n U), i.e. E ± (/) is a smooth tangential form on S. Now we analyse the boundary behavior of E([S]0'2 A g) where g G ^(S D U) and E is any one of the kernels £,234, EX24, EX34, E234. A typical coefficient of Again, we shall let E±(g)G r|(w") be the extension of {E([S]°-2 A g)}Ts \M±nWa towa.
As the next lemma shows, many of the kernels defined above act nontrivially only on forms having a particular bidegree. 
234([^]
A g) = 0 unless q = n -2.
Proof. For example, the kernel £,34(f, z) is written out in (5.2). Since w1 does not depend on z, £,34(f, z) is of degree n -3 in ¿f. Therefore, on 5", £,,34(f, z) will only pair with the piece of g(f) of type (p, 1) (to add up to n -2 d$ 's). Similarly, the degree of Ex3, E23 and ¿s234 in ¿?f are, respectively, n -2, zero, and zero. Q.E.D.
w We must put the kernel £,24 in a special category. Formally, EX24 acts nontrivially on all bidegrees. However, soon we will be interested in the boundary value jump of these kernels across S. If g = 0 on wa, then we claim that the boundary value jump of EX24([S]0,2 A g) across 5 n Wa = ua vanishes, i.e.,
To see this, note that a typical term of £,24(f, z) A g(f ), given in (5.6), is smooth for f E S and z E Wa. This is because the term «3(f, z) • (f -z) is missing from the denominator. Therefore, if g = 0 on ua, then EX24([S]0,2 A g) is smooth on Wa (whereas, if E is any of the other kernels, then E([S]0'2 A g) is only a priori smooth on Wa -S). Of course, the boundary value jump across S n Wa of a smooth form on Wa is zero. We now summarize the "global" solution to 3~ given in [AB] , let e = ex+23 -eX23 : ¿Df (s n u) -> rp-q-](s n u),
From formula (5.9) in §5 of [AB] , we have (5.9) 1= Q + ds° E + E°ds (/= identity).
This holds as an operator equation from ^/''(S n U) to Tg-q(S D U). Actually, the operators E and Q constructed in [AB] act on the space 6D/<?(5'). But since h is only defined on U, the kernels EX23, EX3 and £23 are only defined on U X U. Hence these kernels only act on ^'q(S n U).
If / E typ-q(S n U) with 1 «S q «S n -3, then £>(/) = 0 by Lemma 5.7, and we have (5.10) /=3s{£(/)}+£(3~/) on 5 Hi/.
Note that this equation does not solve our local problem in Theorem 5.1, because we only assume 3s/= 0 on wa (and not on all of S n U). However, we are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 5.1. Suppose first that /E Tg,q(wa), 1 =£ q < n -4, and satisfies 3s/= 0 on wa; let /E ^/-'(S fl [/) be a smooth extension of/. Clearly, supp{3w/} C U Ci {S -ua). Using (5.10), we have As before, we let S, -(f E M n U; r(f ) -t). If we apply the projection map 7^ to equation ( as desired. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1 when/ E F/,<7 and q < « -4. When g = « -3, the above argument is valid except that we may not use Lemma 5.7 to show that E234([S]0,2 A dsf) = 0. Instead, we use the following approximation argument used by Henkin in the hypersurface case (cf. [H, p. 90] ). Now clearly E23*{[Sf2 A 3s/)(z) -/ RU *) A 3s/tt)
•'fes where R(f) is a (n -p,0) form with coefficients which are holomorphic in f provided f, ^ zx, Ä(f) ¥= h(z) and 3p(z)/3z ■ (f -z) ¥" 0. Choose ß > a so that supp 9S/ C {f E 5; a < Re f, < ß}. Fix z E Wa -S and set í = r(z) ^ 0. Let t3£= (f E I/;p(z)> -e,a -e< Re f, </? + e, and -| t \/2 < r(f ) <| t \/2).
We can choose e > 0 (depending on z) so that A"(f, z) is holomorphic for f E B. The above solution only depends on the values of /on xu (and not on derivatives of /). This solution may be useful for certain Lp and continuity estimates. However, one must make sense out of the terms E(xa A/) and S([3wJ0,3 A/) as smooth (or continuous) forms on u>a. This, of course, is not implied by the boundary value theorems in [AB] which we used for the proofs of Lemmas 5.5 and 5.5'. We feel certain, however, that such an analysis can be carried through using similar techniques as in [AB] .
(2) Looking back at equations (5.12) and (5.13), we see that the kernels Ex24, EX34 and £234 are the obstructions to the local solution to 35. The kernels EX34 and £234, however, only provide obstructions when they act on (p, q) forms with q = 0 or n -2, by Lemma 5.7. (The kernel £,24 is not an obstruction for an entirely different reason.) This is where the geometry on S (i.e., ex dim(S) = 1) really plays an important role. The geometric assumptions on 5 lead to the construction of u3 and m4, which are holomorphic in both variables, which in turn is the key fact used in the proof of Lemma 5.7. If the geometry on S were different, then the kernels EX34 and £234 (defined in any way that we can conceive of) would provide very nontrivial obstructions to solving 3~ .
(3) Looking over the work in [AB] and in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we see an inductive procedure forming to solve the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations on higher codimension submanifolds. First, let us review what we have done. Let M be a strictly pseudoconvex hypersurface. Let ScMbe a submanifold defined by S = {z E M; Reh(z) = 0} where h is a holomorphic function. In [AB] , the fundamental solution to 3S (the operator E) was derived from the fundamental solution to dM on M. The content of Theorem 5.1 is that this fundamental solution can be modified so that we can locally solve the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations on 5.
Now suppose Q C S is a generic submanifold defined by Q -{x G S; Re k(x) -0} where A: is a holomorphic function on some open set in C". Following the same procedure as in [AB] , the fundamental solution for 3~ö can be derived from the fundamental solution for ds on 5. Then, using the same techniques as those in the proof of Theorem 5.1, the fundamental solution to 3e can be modified so that we can locally solve 3ß, etc., etc. So, with the help of Theorem 3.4, one can prove the following analogue of Theorem 5.1 for higher codimension.
5.1'. Theorem. Suppose S is a real analytic regular submanifold of C" of real dimension 2n -k. Suppose ex dim(,S) = 1 and that S is strictly pseudoconvex at a point x0 E S. Then there exists a local neighborhood basis of open sets {wa}, a > 0, about x0 such that the following holds: For each a > 0, there is an operator K: r/;«K) -Tl"-\uJ such that iff G r/-'-'K), \<q^n~ k~ \, anddsf=0
on ua, then ds{K(f)} = f on ua.
We feel no need to publish the proof of Theorem 5.1', because the details would be too repetitious of those in [AB] and in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Instead, we would like to raise the following interesting questions:
(1) Can we remove the real analytic assumption in Theorem 5.1 (and Theorem
5.1')?
The trick here would be to come up with a correct replacement for the function u3 used in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
(2) For what class of submanifolds S with ex dimes') > 1 can we locally solve the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations with kernels?
We feel that there is some suitable answer to question (2), however the bidegree range in which we could solve the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations would probably be more restrictive than the bidegree range handled in Theorem 5.1.
In Theorem 5.1, we were only interested in forms/ E rg-q(ua) where 1 < q < n -3. However, some interesting information can be obtained when q = 0. Our next theorem is our boundary value jump result for CR-functions. (A CR-function / on wtCS satisfies dsf = 0 on ua; see the definition of 3S in §4 and the remark after f=(Et3-Ex-3)(f) + (ExT34-E]+34)(dsf) onco". Now, the functions u\ u2, u3, u4 are defined on U X i/CC"XC". Therefore, we may examine all the kernels defined above on U X U, provided we avoid their singular sets. Define We have already seen that if z E Wa -S then (5.21) /if n s =/if n s = 0.
Since each ^4f is compact in C" for each z, it is clear that there is some neighborhood F, in C" containing Wa -S such that (5.21) remains true for z E F,.
Recall that M4(f, z) ■ (f -z) = f, -z,. Since 3s/(f) = 0 for Ref, < a, (5.20) clearly holds for z with Re z, < a. Therefore if we let K = F, n (z E C/; Rez, < a) n {z E U;r(z)>0}, K =VxD{zGU; Rez, < a) D {z G U; r(z) < 0}, then £ is smooth on Fa+ U F~ . Moreover, £ is holomorphic on Fa+ U V~ because w'(f, z), «3(f, z), and w4(f, z) are holomorphic functions in z for fixed f. Finally, (5.18) implies /=£+-£ onwa. Q.E.D.
Example. Suppose S = {z E C; | z |= 1} n {z E Ç"; Rez" = 0} is the equator of the unit sphere in C". S satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1. We have p(£) =|Jf -1, «U *) = f, «2(f, z) = z, and u3(f, z) = (0,...,1). Suppose coa = {z E S; Rez, > 1 -a}. Then we may take w4(f, z) = (1,0,.. .,0). Theorem 5.1 says that we can solve 3S on wa on bidegrees (p, q), 1 < q < n -3. Theorem 5.15' says that a CR-function on wa is the boundary value jump across ua of a holomorphic function defined on Va = Fa+ U V~ where we may take It is natural to ask whether or not one can arrange that one of £+ or £~ vanish. That is, does there exist an open set F in C with coa C V n S such that any CR-function on wa extends to a holomorphic function on V. For example, the answer is affirmative if ex dim(S) = codimR(5); see for example [HW] . As the next theorem shows, however, the answer is negative when S is real analytic and ex dim(,S) < codimR(5). Thus, the boundary value jump result in the previous theorem is the best possible result.
• 5.22. Theorem. Suppose S is a real analytic, regular submanifold of real dimension 2n -k with ex dim(5) < k -codimR(5). Suppose x0 G S and u is any sufficiently small open set in S containing x0. There does not exist any open set V in C" with the following properties :
(i)w c vn s, (2) any CR-function on w has a unique extension to a holomorphic function on V.
Proof. Suppose ex dim(S) = k -p with p > 0. By Theorem 3.4, there exist hypersurfaces Nj, 1 </ < p, locally defined by Nj = {z EC;^(z) = 0} where each ry C" -> R is real analytic and drx A ■ ■ ■ Adrp ¥= 0, and there exists an open ball U in C containing x0 such that 5 n U C Nx n • • • n/Y and 33ry = 0 on U. Assume
